
Wat’s The Problem

Low-income, culturally-different schools.  
No matter how you sliced them, they offered up some of the most interestingly diverse 

students.  In our large, inner-city district, a district attempting to serve literally dozens of 
distinctly different language dialects, the art of learning the many and sometimes exceptional 
student names, could keep both a teacher’s attention – and her sense of culturally interactive 
humor – well honed.  

One day?  
You might attend a baseball game and find out that when Hu’s on first:
Wat’s on second.
At a basketball game, you might hear kids from one largely Latino school joking, as their 

team played against students from another largely Latino school: 
About the obvious need for a better Juan on Juan defense.
If you deduced, finally, that Elemenoh’s name stood for the letters LMNO?
Perhaps you’d suddenly understand why her twin sister’s name was Peekuar.  
Once you had grasped that the written name Yo3on was to be pronounced Yothreeon?  

Well, likely you’d sit down one afternoon with La—ah, and help her understand that if she 
wanted her name to be enunciated as Ladashah, she absolutely must comprehend the difference 
between using a dash – and a hyphen.

And if, one year, you came across the name Tsitsintsianita Tsosie on your formal class 
roster: 

Did you try to pronounce it?  
So many inimitable, and compellingly particular, names.  
So many undoubtedly unique children.
If, in the end; well if, honestly, you enjoyed kids?  If your intentions were not to 

aggressively mold students into rigidly assimilated cookie-cutter citizens, but to actively 
appreciate individualism, and, staying steadily on task, to celebrate identity while educating each 
child as well as you were able?  If, to you, the word progress was not a synonym for a 
standardizing, be-exactly-like-the-dominant-culture behavior?  

Then you had no reason to fight against disparate names, disparate fashions, disparate 
views and disparate worlds.  In truly democratic, culturally-assorted classrooms, unique 
appellations and personalities met, intertwined and melded, as much as possible, tolerantly 
together.  In mixed-race, mixed-culture, mixed-ability truly public school classrooms, reality was 
diversity; disparately unique, non-standardized and organically self-celebrating classrooms, in 
fact, had been a proud facet of the Civil Rights’ push toward a truly integrated everybody’s-
equal, everybody-deserves-attention public education formula.

A formula intent upon protecting an inclusively tolerant diversity that, in fast paced 
deregulated-market days; in days ever more immovably tied to a severely punishing, all-student-
homogenizing, test-score-standardizing accountability?

Was headed directly into hard-hitting reform’s line of fire.  
Under the harshly punitive laws commanding an each year more unbending test-score 

conformity, uniquely-integrated, diversity-protecting, multiple-culture classrooms were, in fact, 
coming face to face with a systematic elimination as the nationally acclaimed produce-
acceptable-test-scores-or-close club of competitive choice pushed for nothing less than higher 
and higher, ever more culturally-standardized, ever more outsider-curriculum-controlled...



(Oh my.  
Go ahead; sit back, now.  Sit back and watch, as:
State by state, city by city, district by district, school board by school board –  

methodically and meticulously we rid our expensively-written, reform-mandated, page-by-page-
pre-scripted curricula of those so many annoyingly popular exclusion-resistant non-White-Male/
non-True-American events and heroes)*  

...cookie-cutter results.

*How do you feel if an educational emphasis might now be shifted away from Martin Luther King, Jr. and focused, 
alternately, upon the economic policies of Ronald Reagan?  If the word imperialism must be painstakingly 
exchanged for the happier word expansionism?  If we simply eliminate any mention of those long and so viciously 
unappealing years of Jim Crow?  If the hard-fought struggles for voting rights enacted by both non-White citizens 
and women must be redacted so that White male lawmakers might be recognized as having offered up these rights 
simply out of the goodness of their hearts? 


